'T' For Tiger

Our Next Generation May not be Saying this

Tigers are an endangered species, only about 3000 to 4000 tigers are left in the wild. Three tiger subspecies are already extinct: the Bali, Javan, and Caspian tigers. And India has half the world's surviving tigers. At this pace it won't be long before tigers cease and our next generation may never get to see the tiger.

It is time for us to act. Let us join hands to help save the tiger.

Can I help?

Yes, you certainly can. The demand for tiger skin and bone in China for making traditional medicines has severely affected the tiger population across the world. Say 'NO' to tiger trade by refusing to buy tiger parts and items prepared from tiger derivatives. Speak to tiger and wild ungulate poachers and persuade them to give up poaching. You can also contribute by spreading awareness about tiger conservation issues and threats and also by supporting NGOs that work towards the same. You can also be a part of the NDTV 'Save the Tiger' Campaign. They are collecting one million signatures to save the tiger, so as to convince our Prime Minister to act before it is too late.

The tiger is our national animal and should be saved at any cost.

Supporting the cause of saving tigers...
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